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Abstract 
 
   In this paper a mixed integer linear programming model has been proposed which 
includes process planning and scheduling tasks simultaneously in a flexible assembly 
job shop with sequence dependent setup times. The objective function is minimizing  
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maximum completion time (makespan) of final products. Also in order to exploit the 
maximum flexibility in the shop floor for process planning and scheduling tasks, 
identical parts have been considered as distinct parts. Finally several hypothetical test 
problems have been solved to show the merit of proposed mathematical model.   
 
Keywords: mathematical model; process planning; scheduling; assembly; flexible job 
shop; sequence dependent setup times.    
  

1. Introduction 

   Process planning and scheduling are two fundamental steps in flexible manufacturing 
systems. In traditional production planning methods, these two activities were performed 
separately. In other words, scheduling was done when process plan had been determined. This 
isolation in addition to imposing costs and additional efforts, caused some difficulties at shop 
floor. According to conducted studies, integration of these two activities leads to improving 
system performance [1]. On the other hand, flexibility is an obvious characteristic of modern 
manufacturing systems which is used to achieve competitive advantages. Flexibility could be 
divided into two categories [2]: (I) flexibility with respect to product and (II) flexibility with 
respect to process. Flexibility with respect to product itself could be divided into three subsets: 
(i) Process flexibility, (ii) Operation flexibility and (iii) Sequencing flexibility. Operation 
flexibility refers to cases where there are several alternative machines for doing an operation 
(this case is often called routing flexibility). Sequencing flexibility implies to availability of 
several alternatives for sequencing operations of a job.  However, processing flexibility is a 
condition which in addition to availability of alternative operation sequences for each job, 
there are also alternative operations to do. Also flexibility with respect to process implies 
flexibility on machines and refers to conditions that machines can perform more than one 
operation.  

   In the last decade, different approaches have been offered for Integrated Process Planning 
and Scheduling (IPPS) problem. As for the status of shop floor, Jain et al [5] classified these 
approaches in two general groups. First group includes methods which do process planning 
task dynamically. In other words, to do process planning activity, these methods focus on the 
current status of the shop floor. Sometimes these methods also are divided into two subgroups 
named Closed Loop Process Planning (CLPP) [3] and Distributed Process Planning (DPP) [4]. 
In contrast, second group includes methods which consider status of the shop floor fully static 
called Non-Linear Process Planning (NLPP). NLPP refers to a situation that all process plans 
are designed prior to implementation at shop floor. Then, process plans are prioritized based 
on specific criteria; during the production process, the plan with the highest priority, always is 
considered as the first choice, if not, the second highest priority is considered. This continues 
until a process plan is selected and scheduling is done based on it.  

   Jain et al [5] investigated some advantages and disadvantages of the mentioned approaches 
and concluded that the second approach NLPP could be an appropriate tool to integrate 
process planning and scheduling tasks and could be applied in a company with existing  
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process planning and scheduling departments without any reorganization of them. Also, to 
exploit flexibility in production process in using NLPP, they proposed a methodology that due 
to its simplicity, most of current research on the integration model focus on the 
implementation and improvement of this model [6].  

   As for the NLPP methodology, many research have been conducted in the past years. Tan 
and Khoshnevis [7] proposed a polynomial mixed integer model for IPPS problem and 
linearized it. Imanipour et al [8] modeled IPPS problem as a nonlinear mixed integer 
programming to minimize maximum absolute lateness considering transportation times 
between shop and machine. They also developed two version of a heuristic approach based on 
tabu search to solve the model. Imanipour [9] also proposed a nonlinear mixed integer 
programming for IPPS problem considering sequence dependent setup times and developed a 
tabu search algorithm to solve the problem. Li and McMahon [10] developed a simulated 
annealing based approach to unify process planning and scheduling tasks. Moon and Seo [11] 
developed a mixed integer programming model to solve advance process planning and 
scheduling problem in multi plants chain considering transportation times and sequence 
dependent setup times. They also proposed an evolutionary algorithm to solve the model. 
Moon et al [12] proposed a mixed integer programming model for IPPS problem and an 
evolutionary search approach based on a topological sort to solve it in a supply chain. Guo et 
al [13] used a modified Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm to optimize the 
operation sequencing and IPPS problems. Shao et al [14] developed a modified Genetic 
algorithm-based approach to simplify the integration of process planning and scheduling. 
Özgüven et al [15] proposed a linear mixed integer model for IPPS problem; they first 
proposed a new model for job shop scheduling problem with routing flexibility and compared 
it with only one alternative they had found in the literature, then they developed it to IPPS 
problem. Li et al [6] proposed a new hybrid algorithm for IPPS problem; they also developed 
efficient genetic representations, genetic operator and tabu search as the local search method. 
Li et al [16] developed a mathematical model with multiple objectives for IPPS problem and 
presented an evolutionary algorithm-based approach to solve it. Wang et al [17] proposed a 
new solution representation to use as particle in PSO algorithm and developed a local search 
to improve solution quality for IPPS problem. 

   According to our observations, assembly stage is a neglected issue in the literature 
mentioned above about IPPS problem, whereas assembly operation is inevitable in most of 
production environments. However, little research has done on classical Job Shop Scheduling 
(JSS) problem considering assembly operation. This problem referred to as Assembly Job 
Shop Scheduling (AJSS) problem. In classical JSS problem it is assumed that jobs are 
independent from one another; while in real world a job can't be independent from the other 
jobs; because a job itself may be a subset of another job. Assume a workshop in which some 
parts should be produced. These parts may be a subjob or a subassembly of another job. Now 
if these parts are considered as jobs in classical JSS problem, they will not be independent. 
Because each part in addition to waiting for machine release, should wait for a part or 
subassembly which is going to be assembled with it. Relationships and dependency of parts is 
determined through the Bill of Material (BOM). Thus the JSS problem transforms to AJSS  
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problem. The literature of this problem could be investigated in two aspects: (1) status of shop 
floor that could be static or dynamic, (2) being allowed to do operation after assembly.  

   As for the shop floor status, the literature of AJSS problem could be categorized in two 
cases. In the first case, state of shop floor is considered to be dynamic [18]-[23]. In contrast, 
the second case considers the shop floor static. Aimed at the second case, Doctor et al [24] 
proposed a model for AJSS with the objective of maximizing utilization rate of the machines, 
considering due dates and developed a heuristic method to solve the model. Mckoy and 
Egbelu [25] proposed a mathematical model to minimize makespan and solved it by an exact 
method used for mathematical models; then they proposed a heuristic method to solve the 
model. To measure performance of their heuristic method, they compared output of the 
heuristic method with results obtained by the exact method; comparison of results indicated 
high ability of the heuristic method to produce solutions close to optimal solution.  

   Being allowed to do operation after assembly refers to a condition that some subassemblies 
or final assemblies need another operation(s) to be performed after executing assembly 
operation. This assumption is often seen in real world; occurrence of operations such as 
polishing, heat treatment, inspection and painting etc. could be found frequently after 
assembling in production environments. Pathumnakul and Egbelu [26] proposed a heuristic 
algorithm for AJSS problem considering above assumption. Mckoy and Egbelu [25] also 
considered this assumption in their paper. In contrast, in some research, firstly all root 
components are produce, then they go through the assembly stage and finally are assembled 
together to form the final product [27], [28]. 

   Generally, in classical JSS problem, a job is considered as a batch of identical items. In other 
words, it is assumed that when the machine starts its work on a job, it produces total required 
number of the job and a batch can't be split. Mckoy and Egbelu [25] showed that this 
production strategy causes to increase in makespan. In order to overcome this constraint, Chan 
et al [27] and Wong et al [28] used Lot Streaming technique. 

   In this paper we proposed a mixed integer linear programming model to minimize makespan 
based on NLPP methodology for IPPS problem which generates process and scheduling plans 
simultaneously.  This model is a modification of the model developed by Özgüven et al [15]. 
In our model, doing operation after assembly is allowed. Also identical parts in this model are 
considered as distinct jobs that the setup times between them is equal to zero. In other words, 
considering sequence dependent setup times, the mathematical model itself will decide that 
how many identical parts are produced successively on a particular machine, so the batch size 
isn't predefined. The remainder of present paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes 
the problem and introduces mathematical model. In section 3 numerical examples are solved 
and section 4 includes concluding comments and future research.   

2. Problem definition and formulation 

2.1. Problem definition 
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   In this paper "job" refers to a final product which is composed of some "parts". The parts are 
assembled based on predecessor/successor relationships according to the BOM to form a final 
product or a job. An example could be found in Figure 1.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1. Predecessor/successor relationships for a job with 5 parts  

   In Figure 1 each rectangle represents a part. Parts have been labeled with ij  in which j th 
part of  job i . Part ij may be a root component or a subassembly of a job. In this figure parts 
11, 13 and 14 are root components and parts 10 and 12 are subassemblies of job 1. We assume 
that part 0i represents final assembly for job i and could be considered as the final product. 
Each part requires a set of determined operations shown in Figure 1 by circles. There are 
predefined relationships between operations of each part.  Each part may have several 
operation sequences and there are one or more machines to do each operation. In other words, 
all scenarios of flexibility mentioned in section 1, are considered in the problem. The 
processing times of operations on the alternative machines are different and deterministic. The 
setup times of the operations are different and sequence dependent. The setup for a machine is 
required when processing parts are changed. In other words, if a machine performs some 
operations of a particular part successively, setup is not required. Also, as noted in previous 
section, in this paper identical parts are labeled differently and are treated as distinct parts in 
process of solving the problem. If the identical parts are processed on a particular machine, no 
setup is needed. In other words, sequence dependent setup time between identical parts is 
equal to zero. According to this assumption, while batch size is not predefined, we are able to 
determine the optimal number of identical parts that are produced successively on a particular 
machine. Moreover the identical parts are allowed to select different process plans and 
different routes among machines in case of need. We can therefore exploit the maximum 
flexibility in the shop floor for process planning and scheduling tasks. Some other assumptions 
and constraints describe as follows: Cutting an operation is not allowed; a part can only be 
processed on one machine at a time and a machine can process only one operation at a time;  
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transportation times are ignored; all parts are available at time zero; during the time horizon of 
scheduling, machines are available and are not broken. 

   In the model a dummy job is also considered which has only one part. The number of 
operations of this part is equal to the number of existing machines in the workshop and each 
operation is performed by only one machine. All processing times related to this part are equal 
to zero. This job is considered in order to consider the first setup on the machines. In other 
words, the part which is processed immediately after the dummy job could be considered as 
the first processed part on the machine.  

   The aim is to propose an efficient model for integration of process planning and scheduling 
in assembly job shop environment so that technological and resources constraints are satisfied 
and makespan is minimized. Note that makespan is calculated in terms of the completion 
times of final products or jobs.  

2.2. The Mathematical Model  

   The following notations are used in the mixed integer linear programming formulation of the 
problem. 

Sets and indices 

N                     Set of jobs ( )Ii ,,0 K=  where I is the number of jobs. 

iN                    Set of parts belonging to job i that could be root components or subassemblies 

( )iJj ,,0 K=  where iJ is the number of parts of job i . 

ijPR                 Set of process plans belonging to part ij ( )ijPPp ,,1 K=  where ijPP  is the 

number of   process plans of part ij . 

ijpOP                Set of operations belonging to process plan p of part ij ( )ijpOl ,,1 K=  where 

ijpO is the number of operations belonging to process plan p of part ij . 

 M                  Set of machines ( )mk ,,1 K=  where m  is the number of existing machines. 

 MM ijpl ⊂     Set of alternative machines which can perform l th operation belonging to 

process plan p of part ij . 

ii NN ⊂′          Set of subassemblies belonging to job i . 

iij NCh ⊂        Set of direct children of  part ij . 
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ijijl PRRP ⊂′    Set of process plans belonging to part ij  subject to U
ijPRp

ijpijp OPlO
∈

∈≥ . 

 

Parameters  

ijplkPt               Processing time of  l th operation belonging to process plan p of part ij . 

kjiijSetup ′′         Setup time for machine k if part ij precedes part ji ′′ immediately on machine 

k . 

L                      A large number. 

 

Decision variables 

ijpZ                    1, if process plan p is selected for part ij ; 0, otherwise. 

ijplkX                 1, if machine k is selected for l th operation belonging to process plan p of 

part ij ; 0, otherwise. 

ijplkSt                 Starting time of l th operation belonging to process plan p of part ij .        

 ijplkCt                Completion time of l th operation belonging to process plan p of part ij . 

kljiijlR ′′′                1, if l th operation of part ij precedes l′ th operation of part ji ′′ immediately on 

machine k ; 0, otherwise. 

maxC                  makespan.   

Proposed mathematical model  

maxCMinimize                                                                                                                      (1) 

∑
∈

∈∈=
ijPRp

iijp NjNiZ ,1                                                                                                      (2) 

ijpij
Mk

iijpijplk OPlPRpNjNiZX
ijpl

∈∈∈∈=∑
∈

,,,                                                             (3) 
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( ) ijplijpijiijplkijplkijplk MkOPlPRpNjNiLXCtSt ∈∈∈∈∈⋅≤+ ,,,,                            (4) 

( ) ijplijpijiijplkijplkijplkijplk MkOPlPRpNjNiLXPtStCt ∈∈∈∈∈⋅−−+≥ ,,,,1          (5) 

( )
( )

{ }1,,,
1

1 −∈∈∈∈≥∑ ∑
∈ ∈′

′−
−

ijpij
Mk

i
Mk

klijpijplk OPlPRpNjNiCtSt
ijpl lijp

                                 (6) 

{ }∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
∈ ∈ ∈′ ∈′

′′′
′ ′′′′

′′
∈′′∈−∈≥

ij ijp ji pjiOpji

pji
PRp Mk PRp Mk

ijikOpjikijp ChjNjNiCtSt
1

,,01                               (7) 

( )∑ ∑
′∈ ′∈′

′′′′′′′′′
′′′

⋅−+≤+
ijl ljiRPp RPp

kljiijlklpjikjiijijplk LRStSetupCt 1                                                       (8) 

{ }U U UU I
ij ji jiijPRp PRp PRp

lpji
PRp

ijplpjiiijpi MMkOPlNjNiOPlNjNi
∈ ∈′ ∈′

′′′′
∈

′′′′
′′ ′′

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
∈∈′∈′−∈′∈∈∈ ,,,0,,,

 

{ }
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
−∈′ ∈′ ∈′ ′∈

′′′
′

′′∈′
′′′

≤
0Ni Nj OPl RPp

ijplkkljiijl
i

jiPRp
pji ijl

XR
U

                                                                              (9) 

U UU I
ij jiijPRp PRp

lpji
PRp

ijplijpi MMkOPlNjNi
∈ ∈′

′′′′
∈

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
∈∈∈∈

′′

,,,  

∑∑ ∑ ∑
∈ ∈ ∈ ′∈′

′′′′′′′

∈
′′′

=
Ni Nj OPl RPp

klpjikljiijl
i

ijPRp
ijp lji

XR
U

                                                                                   (10) 

{ } U UU I
ji jiijPRp PRp

lpji
PRp

ijplpjii MMkOPlNjNi
′′ ′′∈′ ∈′

′′′′
∈

′′′′ ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
∈∈′∈′−∈′ ,,,0  

{ }
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
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∈ ∈

=
0

0
Ni Nj OPl Mk

ijlijlk
i

ijPRp
ijp

ijPRp
ijpl

R
U U

                                                                                           (11) 

∑ ∑
∈ ∈

∈≥
0 0

0max
i ijppOi

ijp
PRp Mk

kpOi NiCtC                                                                                      (12) 

and  

{ } ijiijp PRpNjNiZ ∈∈∈∈ ,,1,0  
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{ } ijplijpijiijplk MkOPlPRpNjNiX ∈∈∈∈∈∈ ,,,,1,0  

ijplijpijiijplk MkOPlPRpNjNiSt ∈∈∈∈∈≥ ,,,,0  

ijplijpijiijplk MkOPlPRpNjNiCt ∈∈∈∈∈≥ ,,,,0  

{ }1,0∈′′′ kljiijlR  

{ }U U UU I
ij ji jiijPRp PRp PRp

lpji
PRp

ijplpjiiijpi MMkOPlNjNiOPlNjNi
∈ ∈′ ∈′

′′′′
∈

′′′′
′′ ′′

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
∈∈′∈′−∈′∈∈∈ ,,,0,,,

 

 

   The relation (1) indicates the objective function that focuses on minimizing maximum 
completion time of jobs or makespan. Constraint (2) guaranties that only one of the process 
plans for each part is selected. Constraint (3) ensures that each operation of a selected process 
plan for a part is assigned to only one machine. Constraint (5) ensures that the gap between the 
starting and the completion time of operation which has been assigned to machine k   is at 
least its processing time on machine k and constraint (4) sets the starting and the completion 
times of the same operation on other machines equal to zero. Constraint (6) demonstrates that 
l th operation of selected process plan for a part could only be started when ( )1−l th operation 
of the same process plan was completed. Constraint (7) enforces parts to follow 
predecessor/successor relationships according to BOM. Constraint (8) takes care that no two 
operations are processed by one machine at a time and considers sequence dependent setup 
times between completion time and starting time of two operations which are processed on 
one machine one after another. Constraint (9) ensures that only one operation follows 
immediately l th operation of part ij on machine k and constraint (10) guaranties that only one 
operation precedes immediately l′ th operation of part ji ′′ on machine k . Finally constraint 
(12) determines makespan with respect to completion time of the last operation of final 
products. 

 

3. Numerical examples 

   According to our observations, there is no comparable mathematical model in the literature 
to compare with the proposed model. So, in this section 12 hypothetical test problems have 
been solved only to investigate behavior of proposed mathematical model in dealing with 
different problem sizes. The kernel of all problems is a job with predecessor/successor 
relationships shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. Predecessor/successor relationships for job which is the kernel of test problems 

 Job A is formed by assembly root components B and C. To form a unit of job A, 2 units of B 
and C is required. So a problem which includes one unit of job A, is labeled as shown in 
Figure 3. Parts 11 and 13 are similar to parts 12 and 14 respectively.  

 

 

 

Fig. 3. The manner of labeling for job A 

 

   The test problems have been generated in 3 sizes including small, medium and large size 
based on the number of parts. In the small size, one unit, in the medium size two units and in 
the large size three units of job A are considered and include 5, 10 and 15 parts respectively. 
The hypothetical workshop applies 5 machines plus an assembly station called machine 6 
which does not need to setup. Range of the number of operations in the process plans of the 
parts varies between 2 to 4 and processing times have been generated via uniform distribution 
[1, 99]. Also setup times for each machine have been drawn from uniform distribution [1, 20]. 

Similar to Özgüven et al [15], we also have divided each size of the test problems into 4 
problems based on flexibility levels shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1  
Process plan and routing flexibility levels for different problem sizes 

Problems Problem size (part number×machine number) 
Process plan flexibility  Routing flexibility 

Low high Low high 
P1 5× 6 2 3  2 3 
P2 10× 6 2 3  2 3 
P3 15× 6 2 3  2 3 

 

 

   The details of problem P1-1 including one unit of job A, 2 alternative process plans for each 
part and 2 alternative machine for each operation belonging to process plans is shown in Table 
2 .Also sequence dependent set up times for this problem could be found in Table 3. Test 
problems have been coded in the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) 21.3. CPLEX 
9.0 has been used to solve small and medium size problems. Also XPRESS solver has been  
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applied to solve the large size problems with the exception of P3-4 which has been solved by 
CPLEX 9.0. Test problems have been run on a PC that has Dual CPU and 2.20 GHz processor 
with 2 GB RAM and running time has been  

Table 2  
The details of test problem P1-1. 

Parts 
Process 
plans 

Operation sequence 
Operation (alternative machines) 

Operation sequence 
Operation (processing times on alternative machines 

respectively) 
10 1 6(6)→ 2(1,2)→ 3(1,3) 6(11)→ 2(88,75)→ 3(10,73) 

2 6(6)→ 3(1,3)→ 2(1,2) 6(11)→ 3(10,73)→ 2(88,75) 
11,12 1 1(3,5)→ 2(1,2)→ 4(2,4)→ 5(2,3) 1(55,78)→ 2(92,47)→ 4(23,6)→ 5(4,83) 

2 2(1,2)→ 1(3,5)→ 4(2,4)→ 7(1,4) 2(92,47)→ 1(55,78)→ 4(23,6)→ 7(33,38) 
13,14 1 3(1,3)→ 2(1,2)→ 8(3,4) 3(98,23)→ 2(97,70)→ 8(69,78) 

2 3(1,3)→ 7(1,4) 3(98,23)→ 7(42,46) 

 

Table 3  
Sequence dependent setup times on machines for P1-1. 

Machines 

 To parts 
 10 11 12 13 14 

From parts     
1 Dummy 14 1 1 12 12 

10 0 8 8 17 17 

11 7 0 0 2 2 

12 7 0 0 2 2 

13 10 2 2 0 0 

14 10 2 2 0 0 

2 Dummy 7 2 2 4 4 
10 0 19 19 9 9 

11 9 0 0 5 5 

12 9 0 0 5 5 

13 3 11 11 0 0 

14 3 11 11 0 0 

3 Dummy 8 13 13 11 11 
10 0 14 14 8 8 

11 15 0 0 19 19 

12 15 0 0 19 19 

13 5 16 16 0 0 

14 5 16 16 0 0 

4 Dummy - 14 14 4 4 
10 - - - - - 

11 - 0 0 8 8 

12 - 0 0 8 8 

13 - 19 19 0 0 

14 - 19 19 0 0 

5 Dummy - 5 5 - - 
10 - - - - - 

11 - 0 0 - - 

12 - 0 0 - - 

13 - - - - - 

14 - - - - - 
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limited to 3600 second. The solution obtained by proposed mathematical model for problem 
P1-1 is shown in Table 4. 

 
Table 4 
Solution obtained by proposed mathematical model for P1-1. 

Parts Selected process plan 
Operation sequence 

Operation (selected machine) 
Operation sequence 

Operation (starting time; completion time) 
10 1 6(6)→ 2(2)→ 3(1) 6(157;168)→ 2(168;243)→ 3(243;253) 
11 1 1(5)→ 2(2)→ 4(2)→ 5(2) 1(5;83)→ 2(83;130)→ 4(130;153)→ 5(153;157) 
12 2 2(2)→ 1(3)→ 4(4)→ 7(4) 2(2;49)→ 1(50;105)→ 4(105;111)→ 7(111;149) 
13 2 3(3)→ 7(4) 3(11;34)→ 7(34;80) 
14 2 3(1)→ 7(1) 3(12;110)→ 7(110;152) 

 

 

   It is observed that parts 11 and 12 despite being identical, selected different process plans 
and parts 13 and 14 despite selecting similar process plan, selected different machines for their 
operations. This shows that we could exploit the maximum flexibility in the shop floor. Also 
the Gantt chart of this problem is illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Gantt chart for P1-1 

 

   In Figure 4, operations have been shown by white rectangles and labeled via ijl  showing 
that l th operation belongs to part ij . Also hatched rectangles represent setup on machines. The 
summary of the results obtained by mathematical model are detailed in Table 5. 
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Table 5 
The summary of results obtained by proposed mathematical model for the test problems considering identical parts as distinct 
parts. 

Problems 

 Problem size  Flexibility levels  Model statistics  Outputs 
 N.Pa N.Mb  N.A.Pc N.A.Md  N.I.Ve N.N.Vf N.Cg  CPU 

time(s) maxC  Gapj 

P1-1  5 6  2 2  640 138 879  17 253h - 
P1-2  5 6  2 3  1053 198 1358  465 229 - 
P1-3  5 6  3 2  919 200 1228  98 225 - 
P1-4  5 6  3 3  1370 290 1760  3600 (221; 223)i 2 
P2-1  10 6  2 2  2301 262 2753  3600 (225;419) 194 
P2-2  10 6  2 3  3853 382 4437  3600 (206;429) 223 
P2-3  10 6  3 2  3323 386 3917  3600 (193;429) 236 
P2-4  10 6  3 3  5001 566 5757  3600 (200;611) 411 
P3-1  15 6  2 2  4987 350 5653  3600 (208;1045) 837 
P3-2  15 6  2 3  8407 566 9271  3600 (195;1316) 1121 
P3-3  15 6  3 2  7219 572 8098  3600 (135;950) 815 
P3-4  15 6  3 3  10894 842 12016  3600 (203;1022) 819 

 a Number of parts. b Number of machines. c Number of alternative process plans for each part. d Number of alternative machines 
for each operation. e Number of integer variables. f Number of non-integer variables. g Number of constraints. h Optimal value for 
objective function. i (Best possible; MIP solution). j The absolute gap between best possible bound and MIP solution. 
 

   The results show that the proposed mathematical model can find optimal solution to the first 
three problems. Also when the problem size extends, the gap between best possible bound and 
MIP solution increases as a consequence. 

 

4. Conclusion    

   In this paper a flexible assembly job shop with sequence dependent setup times was modeled 
as a mixed integer linear programming to integrate process planning and scheduling. The 
proposed model generates process and scheduling plan simultaneously. To exploit the 
maximum flexibility in the shop floor for process planning and scheduling tasks, identical 
parts were considered as distinct parts. The problem defined in this paper, is a development on 
classical JSS problem and includes all complexities related to it. As regards, the classical JSS 
problem has been known as NP-hard with almost all objective function [29], the proposed 
problem is strongly NP-hard. So, we intend to propose an efficient meta-heuristic-based 
algorithm to solve the problem as a future research. Therefore the proposed mathematical 
model could be a useful benchmark for mentioned algorithm.  
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